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i wish tiktok wouldn t suppress my videos so mcun ppl
report me and most are all restored i m am trying to word
my replies better but those restored violations are still
counted and because of that i can t get certain features
and other things i m viewed as a mean or bad person
when i m not so if they stopped counting restored content
as a violation that would be better for so many also stop
taking videos of ppl defending themselves against bullies
down and then calling them the bully because that s
mean maybe if you let me get views and actually let me a
creator i could make better content but you push my
videos to people who hate me rather than my own
followers or ppl who would be more interested in my
content and then bo one likes anything i post because
they send my stuff to old white racist men who don t like
me and that s not fair either we also need to stop putting
automatic sounds on the filters that s annoying we need
to be able to have harrassing commenters get punished
rather than punishing the creators video punish the
abuser the commenter the reporter i d really like this app
if it weren t so biased and allows so much hate but the
second we do anything to defend that hate we get called
the bully and our video is taken down soemthing needs to
be doneyou will also want to set up a consistent pattern
so that your audience knows what to expect there s little
point in being a one hit wonder if people know to expect a
specific type of video for you each tuesday and friday
they will begin to expect it and return to tiktok on those
days to watch your latest video they are also more likely
to tell their friends about you widening your audience
further the good news is that numerous websites swear to
give you thousands of free tiktok coins but the hard truth
is are they safe are they trustworthy well some might be
but some are indeed a scam bitterly some of the apps or
websites can hack your tiktok account and collect all your
personal data it can even get worse your bank and credit
card information can also be leaked i do not assure that
such ruthless circumstances will happen but yes the
chances are highwhat this results in is a partnership that
s truly authentic making it more trustworthy and
convincing in other words don t hesitate to take a little bit
of time to decide which brands to work with
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